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For Enterprise Network and Security
Teams, DDoS attacks are a daily
occurrence. According to NETSCOUT
research, there is no sign of this
changing as DDoS attacks continue to
increase in frequency, size and most
concerning – complexity. It’s imperative
to detect and mitigate DDoS attacks
as soon as possible to reduce impact
on their network and services. As this
paper will detail, there isn’t a silver
bullet when it comes to DDoS attack
protection; there are different methods
to mitigate a DDoS attack - each having
its pros and cons depending upon the
nature of the attack. Due to the dynamic,
multi-vector nature of today’s modern-
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day DDoS attack, orchestrating these
multiple methods of mitigation can be
difficult. That is, until Arbor Sightline
with Sentinel from NETSCOUT. With
tight network integration and knowledge
of an organization’s entire mitigation
infrastructure including routers/switches
using Flowspec, specialized products
such as Arbor Threat Mitigation System
(TMS) and even upstream service
provider capabilities, Sightline with
Sentinel can detect and intelligently
orchestrate mitigations for all types of
DDoS attacks. Enabling an organization
to optimize its mitigation infrastructure
to its fullest.
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Detection of DDoS Attacks at the Enterprise Edge
Gone are the days where DDoS attacks were primarily carried out by individual hackers
working alone, whether for pleasure or motivated by politics. While that still happens, the
modern threat landscape is one where attacks are being developed and managed by expert
teams working on behalf of nation-states and organized crime syndicates. These attacks are
more persistent and more sophisticated. It is fair to say that the world is now in a constant
state of low-level (or even high-level) cyber warfare. According to the latest NETSCOUT®
2H 2019 Threat Intelligence Report (https://www.netscout.com/threatreport) global DDoS
attack frequency is up 16% in 2nd half 2019, while exploit attempts are up 87%. Attackers
are also combining DDoS attack techniques including Carpet Bombing and TCP Reflection/
Amplification to overwhelm existing defenses. It takes a sophisticated solution to manage
and prevail in this challenging threat landscape.
To maintain service availability, it’s imperative for Enterprise Network and Security Teams to
detect and stop all elements of a DDoS attack, in their entirety, as quickly as possible. Due to
the dynamic, multi-vector nature of today’s DDoS attacks, managing DDoS defense can be a
significant operational overhead as the most efficient and effective mitigation strategy will often
require the coordination of multiple mechanisms and resources. NETSCOUT’s Arbor Sightline
product is widely recognized as the industry leading DDoS detection solution, capable of
detecting all of the components of complex, multi-vector attacks in as little as 1 second. Now,
with Arbor Sentinel, NETSCOUT has integrated the world-class capabilities of Arbor Sightline
with NETSCOUT Smart Data, moving visibility up to layer-7, and enabling new sophisticated
mitigation management that can orchestrate all of a network’s resources to effectively stop all
components of large, complex DDoS attacks as efficiently as possible.
Today’s enterprises utilize or provide services which are business critical. They are employing
faster and faster Internet speeds (10G, 40G, 100G and beyond) combined with carrier
diversity towards the aim of availability. As these speeds have increased, self-managed DDoS
mitigation has become not only appropriate, but more and more critical to maintaining
service availability. 40Gbps of Internet bandwidth is useless if your critical services are either
state exhausted or bandwidth saturated at much lower utilization levels. For example, a
DDoS attack of >1Gbps would disrupt a service running at or below that link speed. An attack
at that low of a level wouldn’t likely even be noticed with traditional traffic monitoring tools
such as OpenView, SolarWinds, or Cacti/MRTG. And even if it were, how would the enterprise
combat it? The need to monitor and mitigate DDoS attacks rapidly within the enterprise has
never been more important.

SECURITY

RELEVANT EXCERPTS FROM
NETSCOUT’S 2H 2019 THREAT
INTELLIGENCE REPORT
Download the full report:
https://www.netscout.com/threatreport

Remember These Numbers
8.4 Million = 23,000/day =
16/minute = The number of
DDoS attacks in 2019.

Number of DDoS
Attacks Up YoY
The number of DDoS attacks in
2nd half 2019 is up 16% from
same time the prior year.
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DDoS Attack Mitigation Techniques
DDoS attack mitigation techniques are typically divided into three major categories:
1.	Network infrastructure, such as routers with techniques such as Access Control Lists, Sourcebased BGP Remote Triggered Blackholing (S/RTBH) or BGP Flowspec.
2.	Specialized Intelligent DDoS Mitigation Systems (IDMS) devices such as Arbor Threat
Mitigation System (TMS).
3.	Cloud-based managed DDoS protection services offered by an organization’s ISP or Carrier
Agnostic cloud-based mitigation services such as Arbor Cloud.

Lucky Seven for Attackers
Attackers weaponized seven new
or increasingly common UDP
reflection/amplification attack
vectors in 2019.

Increasingly, Enterprise Network and Security Teams are looking to combine these three
approaches for more scalable and effective DDoS defense. Network infrastructure can be
used to block attack vectors that involve high volumes of traffic matching a static network
layer signature, such as a well-known port, protocol and packet size. This leaves other attack
components, such as orphaned IP fragments, other protocol traffic, state exhaustion attacks,
application-layer attacks requiring additional analysis or authentication to be blocked by the
intelligent DDoS mitigation system. In circumstances where ingress capacity itself is overrun by
sheer volume, signaling to cloud-based mitigation is required.
Coordinating DDoS mitigation across diverse infrastructure can prove to be a significant
challenge. Each element of the network may have different scale and capability to respond to
DDoS attacks, and there is no standard for how to manage all of these different elements.
Managing any network element to mitigate DDoS attacks requires support for these key
management capabilities:
1.	The ability to quickly configure a potentially large number of traffic matching criteria (such
as destination IP address or CIDR block, protocol, port, or packet length) and corresponding
actions to take for matching traffic, such as blocking the traffic, rate limiting it, or remarking it.
2.	The ability to get detailed data on what traffic is being affected by each configured action in #1.
3.	The ability to automatically remove actions when they are no longer needed, possibly based
on feedback from #2.
Other than Intelligent DDoS mitigation systems such as Arbor Threat Mitigation System (TMS),
most network elements do not intrinsically support all of these management capabilities,
making it much more difficult to use them operationally in DDoS defense. In particular, there is
usually no visibility into the traffic being dropped or rate limited by each router or switch. This
creates a blind spot for the operator when attempting to manage network infrastructure for
attack mitigation.

The NETSCOUT Arbor Smart DDoS Attack Protection Solution
With the DDoS attack management challenges in mind, NETSCOUT developed Arbor Sightline
with Sentinel. Arbor Sightline with Sentinel adds the missing capabilities to enable effective
operational management of the entire network to defend against DDoS attacks at scale.
Arbor Sightline with Sentinel coordinates mitigation across the entire network, using Arbor
TMS, network routers and switches using BGP Blackhole and BGP Flowspec, and provides
signaling to coordinate defense across network and organizational boundaries. The following
will provide a brief overview of the key components of the NETSCOUT Arbor Smart DDoS
Attack Protection solution.

SECURITY

New Methods Pump
Up Attacks, Bypass
Traditional Defenses
Attackers not only combined
attack vectors but also made
them stronger than the sum
of their parts by combining
TCP reflection/amplification
attacks with carpet-bombing
techniques.
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Arbor Sightline
At NETSCOUT we believe in providing our customers Visibility without Borders. This is especially
important for proper DDoS attack protection for you can’t stop what you can’t see. With
support for monitoring up to 5,000 routers, Arbor Sightline correlates traffic statistics from
Netflow records with BGP-learned network routes. Traffic and routing analysis, based on this
mechanism, allows Sightline to differentiate, mapping patterns of network traffic while providing
rich, near real-time traffic visibility and DDoS detection capabilities. Arbor Sightline provides a
unified workflow for attack detection, classification, traceback and mitigation with integrated
management of the Arbor TMS.
As mentioned previously, it’s very common for threat actors to launch multi-vector DDoS
attacks. As the name implies, these attacks consist of several different attack vectors launched
at the same target at the same time, increasing the likelihood of circumventing DDoS defenses.
Normally, multi-vector attacks are launched against a very specific destination IP address, so
the changing pattern of traffic can be observed using Netflow telemetry. Arbor Sightline detects
such attacks using so-called “host detection” which is applied to any traffic going through a
monitored network. Arbor Sightline’s Fast Flood Detection can detect an attack in as little as
one second using automated detection algorithms that look at thresholds and time. As shown
below, Arbor Sightline analyzes all illegitimate vectors and includes them into a single DDoS
alert rather than several disconnected incidents.

Sightline can then immediately begin automated mitigation for each detected attack vector
using a combination of Flowspec and /or Arbor Threat Mitigation System (TMS) based on
operator- configured policy. The Arbor TMS may perform additional mitigation based on packet
analysis as part of this automated action.

Advanced Reconnaissance
Attackers increasingly perform
extensive reconnaissance of
the victim’s network and other
devices that can be used to
bypass defenses.

Changing Tactics on the Fly
Attackers vary their attack
methodologies and while the
attack is in process. Attackers
are also using more automated
attacks, combining different
attack vectors and attack
methods and constantly rotating
those to make detection and
mitigation more difficult for the
defenders.

Arbor Threat Mitigation System (Arbor TMS)
Sometimes using network infrastructure and techniques such as ACL, S/RTBH and Flowspec
are not enough to stop DDoS attacks – especially more advanced application layer attacks. This
is where an Intelligent DDoS Mitigation System (IDMS) is required. NETSCOUT’s Arbor Threat
Mitigation System (TMS) is such an IDMS.
Capabilities of Arbor TMS:
– Can stop all types of DDoS attacks including reflection/amplification attacks, state exhaustion
or application layer attacks that require active countermeasures (challenge/response) and/or
behavioral analysis to detect and stop.
– Supports multiple form factors including certified appliances, virtual or bare metal software
running on COTS hardware.
– Can scale from 100Mbps to 400Gbps in a single appliance or up to 400 Tbps of mitigation
capacity in a single deployment.

SECURITY

Detection starts with knowing
what is normal. Sightline gains
visibility across the network and
begins to model it, establishing
a baseline of normal behavior.
Sightline is then able to alert
when deviations occur. Many
times these anomalies are the
result of a DDoS attack.
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Arbor Sightline With Sentinel
With knowledge of an organization’s entire mitigation capability, including Arbor Threat
Management System (TMS), routers and switches using Flowspec, or upstream ISPs who can be
called upon to help during an attack, Arbor Sightline with Sentinel is a unique solution that can
coordinate all DDoS attack detection and mitigation activities across a network. This is done in real
time whilst providing continuous feedback on mitigation effectiveness. This is unprecedented in
the security space and allows Enterprise Network and Security Teams to optimize and reduce the
cost of DDoS protection. A simple explanation of how this works is below.

Multi-Vector
DDoS Attack

1.

2.

Mobile Networks
Adversaries turned up the
attack volume on the wireless
telecommunications sector, with
a 64 percent increase in attack
frequency and a 33 percent
increase in max attack size.

TMS

Customer

Upstream ISP
Sightline
Signal

1. Stop volumetric attack using
Flowspec in router�

Stop application
layer
2.
Sightline
With
attack using TMS�
Sentinel

A multi-vector DDoS attack arrives targeting a network or service. Sightline with Sentinel detects
the attack, analyzes it and with knowledge of the entire mitigation infrastructure, automatically
orchestrates a mitigation plan consisting of:
1.	Using BGP Flowspec and/or BGP Blackholes in the peering routers to stop volumetric vectors
that are smaller than Internet circuit capacity.
2.	Using Arbor TMS to block traffic that Flowspec can’t effectively stop, such as IP fragments,
along with attack traffic requiring more sophisticated analysis and response, such as state
exhaustion and application layer attack vectors.
3.	Via Sightline-to-Sightline Signaling route volumetric attacks that are larger than internet
circuit capacity to upstream Cloud or ISP scrubbing center for mitigation.
Sentinel will continuously monitor the attack activity and dynamically orchestrate a new
mitigation plan if required throughout the attack. Once the attack ends a comprehensive
post attack report is produced. Unlike other solutions, Sentinel provides detailed reporting
on exactly what traffic was dropped in routers and switches when using BGP Flowspec, in
addition to the detailed reporting that comes from traffic analyzed and mitigated by Arbor
TMS. Furthermore, if the upstream ISP running Sentinel assists with a mitigation via Sightlineto-Sightline signaling, then additional reporting information on remotely dropped traffic is
also provided. A Sightline Signal shares attack signature information with another Sightline
deployment, allowing multiple Enterprise Network and Security Teams to find and take action
against the same DDoS attack. Sightline Signaling can also help coordinate DDoS defense
seamlessly between separately managed networks owned by the same parent organization.

SECURITY

Carpet Bombers Sideswipe
Satellite Telecoms
Satellite telecommunications
saw significant increase in
attacks, with 295 percent
increase in attack frequency.
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In summary the main features and benefits of Sightline with Sentinel are:
• Automatic Detection – Automatically detect and provide detailed information on all types of
DDoS attacks within seconds greatly improves the effectiveness of your mitigation specialists
and reduces operational overhead of DDoS protection services.
• Intelligent Mitigation – Intelligently orchestrate multiple methods of mitigation for complex
multi-vector DDoS attacks enables you to scale, optimize and improve effectiveness of your
DDoS protection services.
• Continuous Feedback – A single pane of glass for DDoS attack detection, classification, and
traceback provides continuous feedback on mitigation efficacy allowing you to understand
exactly what’s happening during or after an attack.
• Mitigation Collaboration – Via Sightline Signaling, you can collaborate with upstream
Cloud mitigation providers by sending them detailed attack mitigation parameters so they
can mitigate DDoS attacks before they reach your network, enabling you to save your
mitigation resources.

Preparation and DDoS
Training Is a Key Element
Organizations must take the
time to understand their own
network architecture and traffic
flows during peace time, since
trying to do so while under
attack can be very difficult,
often resulting in DDoS defenses
blocking legitimate user traffic.

• Visibility Beyond DDoS Attacks – Ingesting NETSCOUT’s patented Adaptive Service
Intelligence™ (ASI) Smart Data technology enables you to gain visibility into layer-7 OTT traffic
and detect other types of cyber security threats beyond DDoS attacks.

Typical Enterprise Architecture and Implementation
Understanding the services of the Enterprise and how to mitigate them is critical to ensuring
success. While the entire network can be subject to DDoS volumetric attacks, some businesscritical services require precise mitigation both for DDoS as well as state-exhaustion attacks.
Services such as DNS and Web portals might be revenue-generating. VPN gateways for remote
users might be directly tied to the company’s ability to function. Both could be considered
business-critical.
With that in mind, the most common design for the Enterprise Internet edge contains
redundant routers and Internet circuits, with dynamic protocols to enable optimized routing
and failover if a device or circuit goes offline. Typically, this looks like:
– Two or more Internet routers.
– Each router has one or more Internet circuits, likely with separate ISPs.
– Each router exchanges BGP routing information with their ISP and possibly each other.
Within this environment the Sightline Collector and TMS will be deployed either as physical or
virtual appliances.

SECURITY

Practice Makes Perfect
Regular attack mitigation drills
are highly recommended for
network operators and DDoS
mitigation service providers to
find and adjust to any changes
in architecture, bandwidth,
and servers, services, and
applications.
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Here is a typical Sightline with TMS deployment for the Enterprise. Both Sightline collectors and
TMS reside within the same layer-3 area as the Internet edge routers. Sightline collects metrics
via SNMP and flow and participates in BGP with its neighboring routers at the edge.

Sightline Collector
WEB FARM

INTERNET

#1
Firewall
#2

DNS SERVER

TMS

In this example no traffic is running through TMS; all traffic is flowing along the normally routed
path. Sightline is monitoring the traffic load and BGP tables and is ready to update the routing
tables to send traffic to TMS for scrubbing when an attack is detected. Green arrows indicate
traffic which is unimpeded (unscrubbed) from source to destination.

Optimization of Botnets
& Attack Size
Attackers have learned that you
don’t need a nuclear weapon
to swat a fly. We observed a
significant drop in frequency of
attacks larger than 500 Gbps,
while a 16% increase in the
number of attacks in the 100200 Gbps range - a reflection
of maturation in the attacker
market.

Always-On Mitigation for Certain Business-Critical Services:
For services which are absolutely business-critical, the enterprise may decide to route that
traffic through the TMS continually so that mitigation is always on.

Sightline Collector
WEB FARM

INTERNET

#1
Firewall
#2

DNS SERVER

TMS

In this example, external DNS services are always scrubbed by TMS. The red arrows indicate
DDoS traffic to be mitigated or scrubbed, blue arrows are good traffic, and the dotted line
indicates the resulting scrubbed (good) traffic. The traffic returning from the DNS server is sent
directly back to the source.

SECURITY

Bypassing Traditional
Defenses
Many of the newer attack
vectors often do not have as
high packet-per-second rates
or bandwidth as traditional
attacks. Rather, they either
bypass poorly constructed
network access policies (IPMI/
RMCP and OpenVPN) or
combine existing attacks into
new powerful attacks (TCP
reflection/amplification carpetbombing).
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On-Demand Mitigation of DDoS Attack
When an attack is occurring, the need for rapid mitigation is critically important.

Sightline Collector
VPN GATEWAY

INTERNET

#1
Firewall
#2

DNS SERVER

TMS

A Serious Game of
Cat & Mouse
As organizations put forth
increasingly advanced DDoS
defenses, attackers naturally
respond with sophisticated
techniques that are then
rapidly weaponized and widely
disseminated by booter/stresser
services.

In this example Sightline has detected an attack and has injected BGP routes to send all traffic
for services under attack through TMS. In this case both the DNS service and VPN (remote user
access) service are being attacked. Scrubbed traffic from TMS is then sent to the destination
services and return traffic is then routed normally to the client.

On-Demand Mitigation of DDoS Attack With Sightline With Sentinel
A multi-vectored attack could encompass any combination of bandwidth and state-exhaustion
techniques. In these circumstances it makes sense for Layer 3/4 mitigation to be done as
close to the edge as possible, reserving TMS to scrub the more sophisticated attacks from the
network. Sightline with Sentinel can perform mitigation closer to the edge utilizing BGP S/RTBH
or Flowspec for more easily identified attacks such as UDP floods.

Sightline Collector
VPN GATEWAY

INTERNET

#1
Firewall
#2

DNS SERVER

TMS

In this example, Sentinel deployed BGP Flowspec or RTBH to block some attacks at the
Internet edge. The remaining traffic coming in is scrubbed by TMS before finally reaching the
destination servers.

SECURITY

Interest Grows in Managed
Security Services
The challenging hiring market
has caused more enterprises
to turn to service providers
for security support, as more
than half of service providers
reported growing interest in
DDoS managed services from
customers.
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Cloud-Based DDoS Scrubbing
When DDoS attacks are larger than an organization’s Internet facing circuits, any on-premise
protection (e.g. Flowpsec in routers or Arbor TMS) need to be augmented. In this scenario, the
only option for DDoS attack mitigation is upstream via a cloud-based DDoS scrubbing service
(e.g. from an ISP or Arbor Cloud). When this situation occurs, using a feature called Sightlineto-Sightline Signaling, an enterprise network operator can essentially send an upstream ISP
/ MSSP with a cloud-based DDoS attack mitigation service a “call for help”. As depicted in the
diagram below, when circuit capacity limits have been reached by a large DDoS attack, traffic
has been completely re-routed through a DDoS scrubbing facility in the cloud. There a cloudbased scrubbing center can be used to remove a bulk of the volumetric attack traffic. While
the remaining traffic coming in is scrubbed by the on-premise TMS before finally reaching the
destination servers.

Sightline Collector
INTERNET

VPN GATEWAY

DDoS Cloud
Scrubbing

Firewall

LEARN MORE
To learn more about NETSCOUT Arbor
Smart DDoS Attack Protection solutions visit:
http://www.netscout.com

Automated Detection and
Orchestrated Mitigation
Organizations need automated
DDoS detection and mitigation
tools that can not only quickly
identify and respond to DDoS
attacks, but also adjust the
mitigation methods as the
attacker changes attack vectors.

DNS SERVER

TMS

Conclusion
NETSCOUT Arbor Sightline with Sentinel combined with Arbor TMS can intelligently
detect and automatically orchestrate mitigations for all types of DDoS attacks enabling
an Enterprise to ensure its service availability for its customers in the most effective and
efficient way possible. DDoS attacks aren’t a new cyber threat. Enterprise Network and
Security Teams have been dealing with DDoS attacks for over 20 years. What’s changed is
the number, size and sophistication of these attacks, and the resulting need for on-premise
Enterprise mitigation. For almost as long as there have been DDoS attacks, Arbor Networks,
now a part of NETSCOUT, has been researching DDoS attacks and building industry leading
products and services to stop them.
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